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Escape winter
cold! Travel
to Mexico and
Central America!
CAPITAL CITIES
OF THE ANCIENT MAYA
with Dr. Stanley Guenter
January 28 – February 9, 2017
Copán, Quiriguá, Tikal, Bonampak, Yaxchilán,
Palenque. Explore the capital cities of the
ancient Maya and view four UNESCO World
Heritage Sites.
YUCATÁN: OFF THE BEATEN PATH
with Dr. Stanley Guenter
February 11 – 20, 2017
Balamkú, Dzibanché, Ek Balam, Santa Rosa
Xtampak, Edzna, Calakmul, Chichén Itzá, Uxmal.
Travel deep into the remote southern area of
Mexico’s Yucatán peninsula where recent
excavations have exposed remains of pyramids
and cities that, until recently, were nearly
impossible to reach.
IN THE PATH OF THE
ANCIENT OLMECS
with Professor F. Kent Reilly III
March 10 – 19, 2017
Much of the imagery still present in modern Maya
iconography had its genesis in Olmec art. Travel
from Villahermosa to Chalcatzingo to visit
the birthplaces of that art, where the colossal
heads and finely carved sculptures emblematic
of the Olmec style were found.
IN THE PATH OF THE
SNAKE KINGDOM
with Professor Marcello Canuto
April 22 – 27, 2017
Travel by chartered helicopter to El Mirador and
La Corona, and by truck along jungle-shrouded
tracks to Holmul where recent finds link this
center with the Kaan, or Snake, family.

Dear Travelers,
Did you know that
Far Horizons has been
taking groups to Iran
since 2000? Our in-depth
knowledge of the
destination, along with
our study leaders who
are specialists on Persia,
means we offer a truly
special view of the
country. Our tour
includes no fewer than
eleven UNESCO World
Heritage Sites! Our
participants are often
surprised that the local
people are so welcoming and hospitable. My experience is that Iran is the
friendliest country in the world — really!
After several of our travelers requested a tour of Bolivia, we have
added it to our list of destinations. The leader, Professor Andrew Roddick, has
been working there for a decade, and will open doors to sites not normally
visited by tourists. Don’t miss this trip!
Have you thought about putting together a group of friends or family
members to take a trip? Look at our trips to Ireland, Wales, Scotland and
England. With only five people, we can make one of these itineraries yours,
and you can set the dates!
Please visit our newly redesigned website – www.farhorizons.com.
We, all of us at Far Horizons, worked hard to create a truly beautiful presentation
of what we offer to you, our travelers. Please take the time to look through the
different pages and let us know if you like it.
We are often asked, ‘What sets Far Horizons apart from other tour
companies?’ Our participants tell us that the carefully chosen scholars who
lead our trips, the private access to archaeological sites, and specially-arranged
presentations to our small groups is why they keep returning again and again
for the Far Horizons experience. Unlike many tour companies that develop
a single itinerary that is marketed repeatedly, Far Horizons customizes each
trip to create a truly unique travel experience. On our website and in our
brochures, you will see that we are now listing what makes each trip special.
I hope you enjoy our latest newsletter and will pass it along to friends.
				Happy journeys,

		
		

Mary Dell Lucas
Founding Director

The Ancient
Maya Empire
of the Snake
Kingdom
By Stanley Guenter

In the early 20th century, as the field of Maya
studies was still in its infancy, archaeologists divided
ancient Maya history into two phases: the Old Empire
and the New Empire, which described the periods now
referred to as the Classic and Early Postclassic. Even at
the time scholars knew that the terms Old Empire and
New Empire were poorly chosen as there was little proof for
any actual empire. By the end of the 20th century, ongoing
decipherment of the Mayan hieroglyphic writing system had
shown that the ancient Maya political landscape was defined by
numerous city-state kingdoms, each ruled by a king, all of whom
used the same title of ajaw, “king”, to mark their status.
In the last few decades, however, evidence has
accumulated that not all Maya kings were equal and that some
wielded more power than their neighboring lords. The most
powerful of these was the Snake Kingdom, whose capital in
the Early Classic appears to have been Dzibanché, in southern
Quintana Roo, Mexico, and later moved to Calakmul in the Late
Classic period. The Classic period Snake Kingdom is the topic of
a recent article in National Geographic magazine and this year a
tomb discovered at the Belizean site of Xunantunich has revealed
the name of what is likely the last Snake King of Dzibanché and
whose murder may have been the reason that the capital was
moved to Calakmul.
The attention the Classic period Snake Kingdom is getting in
the public press this year does present questions on why and how

this kingdom was able to accumulate such power as to have
created an empire. One thing we know is that this was not a
territorial empire like the Roman Empire, but was instead like the
Aztec Empire, where rulers were left to govern their own realms
but owed tribute to the imperial capital under the threat of its
military power. From the written texts it is clear that, in the late
sixth through early eighth centuries, the kingdoms of Naranjo,
El Peru-Waka, La Corona, Uxul, Caracol, Dos Pilas, Cancuen,
and others all recognized that the Snake Kings were their
overlords and participated in their wars against such holdouts as
Tikal, Palenque, and Copan.
These latest findings are still being analyzed and new
discoveries are still being made. However, if you would like to
see these places in person and hear this amazing story of
archaeological detective work, Far Horizons has a number of
tours to the Maya World that will take you there!

Visit Dzibanché and Calakmul with Dr. Stanley
Guenter on Yucatán: Off the Beaten Path
February 11 – 20, 2017

IN MEMORY
Georgia Lee passed away at home last month after a brief illness. She was a
very popular scholar who led Far Horizons tours to Easter Island for almost twenty
years. Dr. Lee received her Ph.D. in Archaeology from the University of California,
Los Angeles, based upon six years of fieldwork on Easter Island. Her classic
book, The Rock Art of Easter Island: Symbols of Power, Prayers to the Gods,
presents the first island-wide comprehensive documentation of Easter Island’s
4,000 petroglyphs and rock art paintings. She did extensive archaeological work
in Hawaii, along with California research areas including Chumash rock art sites
and those of the Modoc, and at Lava Beds National Monument. Dr. Lee was one
of the founders of the Easter Island Foundation, established in 1981. The
Foundation helped create a research library on Easter Island; provided annual
scholarships for Rapanui students; and published books about Easter Island and
Polynesia along with providing books and materials for the Indigenous Guides
Association and for schools on Easter Island. She initiated the Easter Island
Foundation’s publishing program and is the founding editor of the Rapa Nui
Journal. Georgia was loved and respected by all who had the good fortune of
knowing her. She inspired us with her sense of humor, intellect, work ethic and
knowledge. Georgia will be deeply missed by her family, friends and colleagues.
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Through Gujarat
and Rajasthan
By Jennifer Rose

I often think of India as a kind of reverse prism of
religious and social diversity, continuously absorbing a
wide range of peoples and ideas as it radiates its own
distinct culture. Far Horizons’ innovative tour of
many off-the-beaten-track sites in northwestern India
will illuminate the evolution of that culture from
prehistoric times to the modern period.
The numerous Shaivite shrines (dedicated to Lord
Shiva, his consort Parvati, or their offspring Ganesh)
encountered during the trip are a reminder of the
centrality of the ‘Hindu’ tradition to the development
of modern India, but other aspects will come to the fore
as we tour contemporary urban centers, Mughal-era
forts, ancient cave temples, sacred lakes, the Harappan
civilization port city of Lothal, and enclaves in the Great Thar
Desert. India’s diversity of religious expression will be evident
in our exploration of several Jain and Muslim pilgrimage sites,
Rajput Sikh towns, an important Sufi shrine, and a rare temple
dedicated to the deity Brahma.
I am particularly looking forward to our Parsi
(Zoroastrian)-themed walking tour in Mumbai: this event will

offer a unique insight into the significant role of Parsis in the
development of the city, and the opportunity to meet members
of this small, but historically influential religious tradition,
to which my paternal grandmother belonged.
Travel with Dr. Jennifer Rose
to Gujarat and Rajasthan
February 4 – 20, 2017

Mexico
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Travel with Professor Kent Reilly
on In the Path of the Ancient Olmec
March 10 – 19, 2017
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Sri Lanka: the Land of Serendipity
By David Eckel

In 1754, the English essayist Horace
Walpole coined the term “serendipity”
to refer to “a happy and unexpected
discovery.” The source for his new word
was a Persian story about three princes
from Serendip, an island in the Indian
Ocean that was known to Indian and
Arab traders as “saran-dip” or the
“island of refuge.” The modern name for
that island is Sri Lanka. Horace Walpole
did not know the history of his word
and probably would not have cared,
but he captured perfectly the experience
of travelers in Sri Lanka today. It is an
island of serendipity, of “fortunate
happenstance” and “pleasant surprise.”
One reason for this is Sri Lanka’s
location at the crossroads of Asia.
Geographically it is located between the
Indian subcontinent and the great
landmass of Southeast Asia. It was a
stopping point for Indian traders on
their way to the “golden land” that lay
to the east, for Arab traders in search of
textiles and spices, and eventually for
the Portuguese, Dutch, and British who
followed them and competed for
hegemony. All have left their mark on
the multi-cultural society of Sri Lanka.
According to legend, Buddhist
teaching was introduced to Sri Lanka in
the third century B.C. From Sri Lanka,

Theravada or “southern” Buddhism
was introduced to Burma, Thailand
and other countries of Southeast Asia.
The saffron-robed monks on their
morning begging rounds, the
monumental pagodas with their serene
images of the Buddha, and even the
dramatic and colorful rituals of the
Esala Perahera, when the sacred relic of
the Buddha’s tooth is paraded through
the streets of Kandy, all have their
counterparts in other Southeast Asian
countries. But Buddhism is not the only
religious influence in contemporary
Sri Lanka. For many centuries
Buddhists have shared the island with
a substantial Tamil Hindu minority.
More recently important communities
of Muslims and Christians have joined
the mix. There is tension, of course, as
in the bitter civil war that plagued the
island for several decades after
independence. But there also are
many opportunities for “fortunate
happenstances” and “pleasant
surprises.” No matter how familiar a
traveler may be with the cultures of
India and Southeast Asia, the unique
and diverse culture of Sri Lanka never
loses its capacity to charm and surprise.
After all, it is the original home of
“serendipity.”

Fly me to the moon…or Petra!
Words will fail me in describing the amazing landscape around
Petra and the desert of Wadi Musa. Imagine, if you will, a bizarre
mixed-up combination of Zion, Bryce Canyon, Arches, and
Canyonlands National Parks, the Painted Desert, the fairy
chimneys of Cappadocia, and the cratered landscape of the Moon,
then throw in the Stay Puft Marshmallow Man (from Ghostbusters),
a few massive melting MacArthur Park cakes, and many bolts of
multicolored watered silk, stud it with thousands of caves, and plant
it all in the middle of the red planet Mars. Then you’d have some
sense of the variety of geology that has
surrounded and astounded us for the past
few days. One travel writer said: “I do not like
deserts, but I love Wadi Musa.” That’s my
feeling too....the ever-changing landscape
as we tore around in Bedouin Jeeps was
enchanting and never boring. And of course
Gary Rollefson, our intrepid leader, was able
to find Neolithic sites for us to see.
Today our visit to Petra continued with a
visit to the so-called Monastery. It is Petra’s
most massive tomb facade (a modern house
could fit in its doorway!) and very beautiful,
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Travel with Professor
David Eckel to Sri Lanka
July 29 – August 16, 2017 and
enjoy the yearly Esala Perahera,
a centuries-old celebration of Sri Lankan
Buddhism. As elephants process through
the streets, they are accompanied by a
cacophony of percussionists pounding
traditional drums, dancers clanging finger
cymbals and the rhythmic thumping of
mock sword battles.
Written by Cathy Briner, participant on the
2016 trip to Jordan as she was traveling…

but unfortunately it’s located on the top of a mountain. A visitor’s
only option is to hike up the 900+ steps or take advantage of one of
the many donkeys or mules available on offer. Our guide decided
that we needed to do the latter. I should say that “steps” is a bit of a
misnomer as there are lots of manmade stair steps, nearly all quite
steep, but a lot of the stairs are merely indentations in sloping
rock. Now imagine us on our pack animals going up the
near-vertical slopes along cliff sides in the 80-degree heat of the day
(in my case, it’s not a charming picture). I rode a camel once and
I said I would never do it again...you can
now add mule to the list of been there, done
that, don’t ever need to it again! So much so
that I refused the ride back down and chose
instead to make my own way down VERY
gingerly, hiking pole in each hand.
Now it’s time to get ready for our Bedouin
barbecue (zarb) dinner......

Travel to Jordan with
Professor Gary Rollefson,
March 13 – 26, 2017

FAR HORIZONS SCHEDULE AND BROCHURE REQUEST FORM

Below you will find a list of our upcoming tours. Which destinations are tempting you? Tear off the form, check the tours that
interest you and return to our office by email, mail or fax. We also enjoy talking with you so give us a call at 1-800-552-4575!
			Far Horizons Archaeological & Cultural Trips
			P.O. Box 2546
			
San Anselmo, CA 94979
			
Email: journey@farhorizons.com
			
Fax: 1-415-482-8495

Europe & Turkey

Bulgaria: Land of History with Professor Andrew Poulter
September 17 – October 3, 2016
2017 Dates to be announced
Cyprus, Rhodes and Malta: In the Path of the Crusader Knights
with Professor John France
April 23 – May 7, 2017
Greek Isles of Myth: Crete, Santorini and the Cyclades with Professor Jennifer Tobin
April 30 – May 13, 2017
Rome and Southern Italy with Professor Steven Tuck
May 21 – 31, 2017
Glorious Greece with Professor Jennifer Tobin
May 27 – June 10, 2017
In the Path of the Etruscans: From Rome to Florence with Professor Steven Tuck
June 1 – 12, 2017
An Exploration of Wales and England with Dr. James Bruhn
June 2 – 16, 2017
The Archaeology of Ireland with Dr. Enda O’Flaherty
June 16 – July 1, 2017
Egypt and Rome in England
with Professor Bob Brier and Art Historian Patricia Remler
June 23 – July 1, 2017
Romania – Armenia – Georgia with Professor William Cook
May 28 – June 14, 2017
The Riches of Scotland with Dr. Brian Buchanan
July 29 – August 13, 2017
An Archaeological Pub Crawl of England with Dr. James Bruhn
August 6 – 18, 2017
Turkish Treasures with Dr. Charles Stewart
Fall 2017
Sicily: Art & Archaeology with Professor Emma Blake
September 5 – 19, 2017
Spain and Morocco in the Middle Ages with study leader to be announced
September 2017
Museums of Four Cities: Berlin, Paris, London & Cambridge
with Professor Bob Brier and Art Historian Patricia Remler
September 30 – October 8, 2017

The Middle East & Arabia

Iran: Empires of Everlasting Fire with Dr. Jennifer Rose
March 2 – 18, 2017
The Grandeur of Petra, The Splendors of Jordan with Professor Gary Rollefson
March 13 – 26, 2017

Egypt & Africa

The Majesty of Egypt with Professor Bob Brier and Art Historian Patricia Remler
November 5 – 18, 2016
November 4 – 17, 2017
Sudan: An Exploration of the Ancient Kush with Professor Bob Brier and Art Historian Patricia Remler
January 29 – February 11, 2017
January 21 – February 3, 2018 with study leader to be announced
Ethiopia: The Wonders of the Horn of Africa with Dr. Luisa Sernicola
September 23 – October 7, 2017
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Below you will find a list of our upcoming tours. Which destinations are tempting you? Tear off the form, check the tours that
interest you and return to our office by email, mail or fax. We also enjoy talking with you so give us a call at 1-800-552-4575!
			Far Horizons Archaeological & Cultural Trips
			P.O. Box 2546
			
San Anselmo, CA 94979
			
Email: journey@farhorizons.com
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India, Asia and China

China: Along the Silk Road with Professor Johan Elverskog
October 6 – 22, 2016
October 2017 with study leader to be announced
Burma (Myanmar) with Professor Charlotte Galloway
January 9 – 23, 2017
Angkor Wat and Laos with Dr. Damian Evans
January 5 – 21, 2017
India: Gujarat and Rajasthan with Dr. Jennifer Rose
February 4 – 20, 2017
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan: A Journey through Central Asia
with Dr. Jennifer Rose
April 17 – May 4, 2017
Sri Lanka: Resplendent Land with Dr. David Eckel
July 29 – August 16, 2017
South India: Temples and Traditions with Professor Daud Ali
November 4 – 20, 2017

Oceania

Chile and Easter Island’s Tapati Festival with Dr. Sidsel Millerström
February 5 – 16, 2017

The Americas

Belize with Dr. Stanley Guenter
January 7 – 15, 2018
Capital Cities of the Ancient Maya with Dr. Stanley Guenter
January 28 – February 9, 2017
Mexico’s Yucatán: Off the Beaten Path with Dr. Stanley Guenter
February 11 – 20, 2017
Mexico: In the Path of the Olmecs with Professor F. Kent Reilly III
March 10 – 19, 2017
In the Path of the Snake Kingdom: El Mirador, La Corona Holmul
with Professor Marcello Canuto
April 22 – 27, 2017
Bolivia with Dr. Andrew Roddick
May 5 – 21, 2017
Central Mexico: The Toltec Heritage with Dr. Stanley Guenter
June 2 – 12, 2017
Peru: Inkas & Their Ancestors
June 2017 with study leader to be announced

Our mission is to design unusual itineraries to new destinations led by renowned scholars. This combined with our 85% return
rate means that many of our tours fill quickly. The best way to remain updated is through Far Horizons email newsflashes.
Name
Mailing address
Email address

Phone

Please note that we respect your privacy and do not share or sell our mailing list to any other company or organization.
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Travel with
Damian Evans

Travel with
Bob Brier!

The Majesty of Egypt
November 5 – 18, 2016
November 4 – 17, 2017

Sudan
Jan 29 – Feb 11, 2017

Egypt & Rome in England
June 23 – July 1, 2017

The Museums of Four Cities:
Berlin, Paris, London, Cambridge
September 30 – October 8, 2017
Archaeologist and Far Horizons’ study leader, Damian Evans,
has exposed extensive, previously undocumented,
thousand-year-old cities near the temple complex of Angkor
Wat using cutting-edge airborne laser scanning technology, the
most extensive archaeological lidar acquisition ever completed
worldwide. Multiple cities between 900 and 1,400 years old
have been revealed beneath the tropical forest floor, some of
which rival the size of Cambodia’s capital, Phnom Penh.
Travel to Cambodia and Laos with Dr. Evans,
January 5 – 21, 2017, and gain an insider’s view
of the latest spectacular findings.

Postcard From

Myanmar

Dear Seth,
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Hugs,

Travel with Prof
on Myanmar: Land of Golden Pagodas,
January 9 – 23, 2017.
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Why choose Far Horizons?
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Oakland, CA
Permit No. 379

• Maximum of 14 participants.
• Specially-arranged private entrée events hosted by
directors of archaeological and other scientific projects.

P.O. Box 2546
San Anselmo, CA 94979 USA

• Carefully chosen PhD Study Leaders.
• Far Horizons helps fund scientific projects.

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

The adventure, education, camaraderie of like minded
travelers and a new understanding of the world’s cultures,
both past and present, have given us an 85% return rate
of intellectually curious travelers who return to explore
with Far Horizons again and again.
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Featured Trips!
Bolivia

With Professor Andrew Roddick
May 5 – 21, 2017
Join Far Horizons on an extraordinary 16-day journey
through Bolivia that includes magnificent archaeological
sites, indigenous people still wearing colorful dress,
striking colonial cities created by the Spanish
conquerers, and all five of Bolivia’s stunning UNESCO
World Heritage Sites.

In the Path of the Etruscans:
From Rome to Florence
With Professor Steven L. Tuck
June 1 – 12, 2017

Travel through picturesque central Italy on a journey to
understand the history and culture of the Etruscan
civilization, including stops at renowned museums and
impressive archaeological sites. This unique itinerary visits
four UNESCO World Heritage sites: the Etruscan
necropolises of Cerveteri and Tarquinia, the historic center
of Florence, the historic center of Rome, and Vatican City.
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